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US Bankers Question Which Corporate
Services Trigger CDD Rule, and When

 
By Valentina Pasquali

U.S. �nancial institutions still struggle to apply the Treasury Department’s customer due-

diligence rule when handling initial public o�erings and other complex corporate

transactions, according to compliance o�cers and attorneys.

Since May 11, the department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, or FinCEN, has

required lenders to obtain identifying information for any individual who owns at least 25

percent of a legal entity that opens a new account, and take similar steps to identify one

person responsible for managing the �rm’s daily operations.

But determining what quali�es as an account, much less who holds it, remains

complicated in the context of loan underwriting, mergers and acquisitions, initial public

o�erings and other services �nancial institutions provide to corporate entities, according

to Frederick Reynolds, global head of �nancial crime at Barclays in New York.

“When you start getting into the investment banking space, it is really not clear who is your

customer, is this an account, isn’t this an account, should the rule even apply here?”

Reynolds said during a panel at the ACAMS Financial Crime Conference in Las Vegas last

month. “There’s a huge amount of debate around that.”

Take syndicated lending, a process in which multiple banks jointly loan funds to a

corporate entity.



The ‘lead’ lender typically pools funds from the syndicated loan into a single account for

the borrower, making the client relationship and consequent triggering of the CDD rule

“obvious,” Reynolds said.

But what of the other �nancial institutions that contributed funds without directly

interacting with the client?

“That’s where I see a lot of debate going on, as to how far you need to go” to identify

bene�cial owners, Reynolds said. “I’ve even seen instances where our opinion was, ‘Legally

you are not required to do this,’ while some of our capital markets folks on the frontline

have said, ‘It’s easier for me to just do it for everything, even though I don’t need to.'”

Borrowing from customer identi�cation program requirements, the CDD rule de�nes an

account as a “formal banking relationship” whereby a lender provides “services, dealings,

or other �nancial transactions” such as a “deposit account, a transaction or asset account,

a credit account, or other extension of credit.”

However, with banks typically playing di�erent roles in complex corporate transactions,

anti-money laundering sta� have to conduct “a very nuanced” analysis to assess what

activity rises to the level of an account under the CDD rule, said Elena Hughes, deputy

head of AML for Morgan Stanley’s institutional securities group.

“In the context of lending, you can be an agent, you can be a lender, you can be a

participant, you can purchase something on an assumption basis,” Hughes said at the

conference. “By coming into a pre-existing transaction such as in the case of assumption of

participation, do you create a customer relationship with the underlying borrower?”

Firms traded on U.S. exchanges do not meet the de�nition of a legal-entity client under the

CDD rule and so do not trigger its bene�cial-ownership requirements, while those traded

on foreign exchanges do, FinCEN ruled in April.



Multiple lenders involved in a single corporate transaction may also have to resolve

di�erences in how they interpret the CDD rule, such as when they collect identifying data

on individuals who hold less than 25 percent of a legal-entity client.

“What we may consider high-risk customers may di�er from others, so to the extent that

you have your policies and procedures set to a particular threshold, you may want to build

in some �exibility,” Hughes said. “It is important for us to stay more or less consistent with

our peers because we oftentimes share the same clients.”

The rule provides lenders with a mechanism to address some of those challenges, at least

in theory, by permitting reliance on another �nancial institution’s due-diligence checks on a

legal entity’s bene�cial owners.

But the reliance must be “reasonable under the circumstances,” according to FinCEN. The

�rm conducting the due diligence must also fall under the Bank Secrecy Act and annually

certify its compliance with the same set of CDD requirements as the relying institution.

The reliance provision is an “attractive” option, particularly in the area of loan syndication,

but meeting the three conditions is “a big ask,” said Dan Stipano, former deputy chief

counsel for the O�ce of the Comptroller of the Currency.

“There has to be a contract in place between the two institutions whereby the one that is

actually going to do the CIP [customer identi�cation program]/CDD is doing it on behalf of

the one that’s doing the relying,” Stipano, now an attorney with Buckley Sandler in

Washington, D.C., told ACAMS moneylaundering.com.

FinCEN clari�ed in April that lenders opening multiple accounts for the same legal entity

can rely on the CDD conducted on the customer’s bene�cial owners the �rst time around.

That provision may also be of use in large corporate transactions, which may require the

opening of several accounts in rapid succession for very speci�c purposes.



Financial institutions must still collect verbal or written con�rmation from the customer

that their information is accurate and up-to-date, and have no reason to suspect

otherwise.

Banks operating in this regulatory gray area have to balance their compliance obligations

with their pro�t motive rapidly, as quick decision-making can spell the di�erence between

a corporate client receiving the loan or going bankrupt, according to Stipano.

“They all want to be in compliance with the rule to avoid being beaten up by regulators,”

Stipano said. “But if they are being overly concerned and doing something they are not

required to do and their competitors are not doing that, that puts them at a competitive

disadvantage.”


